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ABSTRACT Transverse flux permanent magnet (TFPM) machines are a potential candidate for direct-
drive wind power application due to high torque and power densities. The operating principle of TFPM
machines is firstly described with various topologies available in literature, with the placement of magnets
as a criterion for the classification of TFPM machine topologies. This review includes characteristics,
power factor improvement, cogging torque minimization, material consideration, modelling techniques,
and scalability. Different wind turbine concepts with direct-drive machines, control techniques and power
converter topologies are also considered in this paper.
INDEX TERMS Permanent magnet, topologies, transverse flux, and wind power.
I. INTRODUCTION
The limited amount of fossil fuel and rising concern over
global warming have made it necessary to harvest renewable
energy. The wind energy became the world’s fastest-growing
sustainable power source due to tremendous growth during
the last three decades [1]. According to the world wind
energy association (WWEA), the overall capacity of all wind
turbines installed worldwide by end of 2020 will reach 1260
GW,which is around 12%of theworld’s energy consumption.
To make wind energy more attractive and competitive, tech-
nological developments should be conducted on wind turbine
concepts and the generator system [2].
The rapid development in modern wind power conversion
technology has been seen from the 1990s. Various wind
turbine concepts and control techniques have been developed
for maximizing the reliability and efficiency while reducing
overall cost. There are three types of classical generator sys-
tems for largewind turbines [3]. The first type is a fixed-speed
wind turbine system where the generator system employs
a standard squirrel-cage induction generator (SCIG) and a
multi-stage gearbox along with a direct connection to gird
[4]. The second type has two variants, i.e. limited variable
speed concept and variable speed concept with partial scale
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converter. The limited variable speed concept employs a
wound rotor induction generator (WRIG) with variable rotor
resistance through a power electronics converter and pitch
control method [5]. The variable speed wind turbine system
with a partially-rated converter has a multiple-stage gearbox
and a doubly-fed induction generator (DFIG). The rating
of the power electronics converter is only 25-30% of the
generator capacity [6]. The last type is the gearless, i.e. direct-
drive, variable speed wind turbine system. The direct-drive
generator system normally comprises of a low speed and
high torque synchronous generator with a full-scale power
converter [7].
Gearbox failure and its frequent maintenance are two big
concerns in geared wind turbine configuration. The direct-
drive generator is more fascinating in terms of energy yield,
simplified drive train, low maintenance, high efficiency, and
reliability compared to the geared generators [8]. These
direct-drive generators operate at a low speed and require
large torque to produce the desired power, which usually uses
a large air gap diameter of the generator and makes the direct-
drive concept expensive and heavy. Furthermore, a fully rated
power converter is required for the grid connection which
introduces additional cost and losses [9]. Various investi-
gations have been carried out to analyze different kinds of
generators suitable for direct-drive wind turbine applications.
It was discovered that the permanent magnet synchronous
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generator (PMSG) is the most appropriate solution for this
purpose with higher energy yield, better reliability, higher
torque-to-cost ratio, higher efficiency and less weight than
the electrically excited synchronous generator (EESG) [10].
According to the direction of flux, the PMSG can be classi-
fied into the axial flux permanent magnet (AFPM) machine,
the radial flux permanent magnet (RFPM) machine, and
the TFPM machine [11]. The AFPM machine has qualities
such as short axial length and higher torque/volume ratio
while the main disadvantages of this machine are struc-
tural complexity and instability [12]. The RFPM machine is
structurally stable with a high torque to mass ratio. Thus,
most of the low-speed megawatt generators available in the
market are RFPM machines [13]. The significant difference
between TFPM machines and conventional machines is that
the TFPM machine permits an expansion of space for the
armature windings without diminishing the available space
for the main magnetic flux [14]. The TFPMmachine can also
be made with an exceptionally small pole pitch compared
with other machines. This feature permits TFPM machines
to have higher torque density compared with AFPM and
RFPM machines [15]. The disadvantages related to TFPM
machines incorporate a complicated 3-dimensional structure,
low power factor, and high cogging torque [16].
This paper deals with a thorough investigation of the TFPM
machine for wind power applications. The paper is organized
as follows. Initially, different wind turbine concepts are dis-
cussed in detail with special attention given to the direct-
drive PM machine. Then, various topologies of the TFPM
machine available in literature are reviewed thoroughly. The
evaluation of the TFPMmachine is carried out by considering
the various factors. Finally, modelling techniques used to
estimate the performance of a TFPM machine are analyzed
comprehensively.
II. WIND TURBINE CONCEPT
The most commonly applied wind turbine concepts can be
classified according to the rotational speed, the power regu-
lation method, and the drive train construction [17]. In this
section, the consideration is mainly given to the standard
wind turbine configurations existing in the market, with their
specific benefits and drawbacks.
A. FIXED SPEED
During the last decades, most wind turbine systems operate
at constant speed. This traditional system was employed by
many Danish wind turbine manufacturers during the early
1990s. Therefore, it is also known as the Danish concept.
This fixed speed system consists of a three-stage gearbox
and a SCIG directly connected to the utility grid through a
transformer as illustrated in Fig. 1. This idea is extended by
including a capacitive bank for the reactive power compen-
sation. The smoother grid connection is obtained by inte-
grating a soft-starter. Moreover, a pole changeable SCIG has
been utilized for two rotation speeds. This concept has been
FIGURE 1. Schematic of fixed speed concept.
used by various manufacturers, such as Vestas, Made, and
Nordex [18].
This system is a robust, simple, and cheap option for large
scale production. Additionally, it enables the stall regulated
machine to operate at a fixed speed when it is connected
to a large gird, which provides a stable control frequency.
However, the speed is uncontrollable with a narrow range of
variation. The generator operation is possible for speed higher
than synchronous speed. This leads to higher dissipation of
electrical energy due to higher slip. The direct conversion of
wind speed fluctuations into electromechanical torque varia-
tion is responsible for mechanical and fatigue stresses on the
system in the fixed speed concept. Besides, the three-stage
gearbox in the nacelle is heavier and requires a large fraction
of the investment cost and maintenance [19].
B. LIMITED VARIABLE SPEED
This concept is also named as the Optislip concept, mainly
applied by Vestas. It uses a wound rotor induction gener-
ator (WRIG) which is directly connected to the grid. The
rotor winding of the generator is connected in series with
a controlled resistance, whose size defines the range of the
variable speed (typically 0-10% above synchronous speed).
A capacitor bank performs the reactive power compensation
and a smooth grid connection occurs by means of a soft-
starter as depicted in Fig. 2.
FIGURE 2. Scheme of limited variable speed concept (Optislip).
The variable-speed operation is obtained by controlling
the energy from the WRIG rotor [20]. The higher power
extraction by the rotor with lower efficiency due to increment
in variable speed range and slip requires a higher rated exter-
nal resistor for power dissipation. Therefore, the dynamic
speed control range is dependent on energy extracted from
the external resistor (dumped as heat loss) and the size of the
variable rotor resistance [21].
C. VARIABLE SPEED (PARTIAL SCALE CONVERTER)
This setup commonly called a DFIG concept. This setup
consists of amultistage gearbox, a cost-effectiveWRIG, and a
partial scale converter feeding the rotor winding as illustrated
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in Fig. 3. The stator is directly connected to the grid while
the rotor is connected through a power electronics converter.
The rotor speed and frequency are controlled via a power
converter. The wide speed range operation depending on the
size of the converter is possible through this concept. The
rating of the power converter is only 25%-30% of the rated
power, enabling a speed range from roughly 60% to 110% of
the rated speed [22]. This is sufficient for a good energy yield
because the tip speed ratio can be kept optimal for a large
part of the operating range. This concept is used by many
manufacturers such as Vestas, Siemens, Gamesa, Repower in
the market.
FIGURE 3. Layout of variable speed concept with DFIG.
The rotor energy can be directly injected into the grid
by the converter compared to the Optislip concept. Besides,
the smooth grid connection and reactive power compensation
can be performed by the power electronics converter. How-
ever, DFIG has some drawbacks such as a limited supply of
reactive power for the compensation of the grid power factor.
The gearbox is responsible for heat dissipation due to friction,
regular maintenance, and audible noise. The requirement of a
slip ring and brushesmay causemachine failure and electrical
losses. Furthermore, power electronics converter and drive
train of wind turbine need to be protected from large stator
current and high torque under grid fault condition [23]–[24].
D. VARIABLE SPEED DIRECT-DRIVE
It is a well-known fact that gearbox failure and its frequent
maintenance are two major concerns in a geared wind turbine
concept. The solution to these problems lies in a variable
speed wind turbine with a direct-drive generator connected to
the grid through a full-scale converter. The inverse relation-
ship of torque T , and mechanical angular speed , the power
P of the generator is scaled up by increasing the torque [25]:
P = T (1)
The torque of the generator is proportional to the tangential
force F and the air gap diameter Dg. The tangential force can
be defined as the multiplication of the air gap area and the








where l represents the axial length of the generator. Since the
torque is proportional to the square of the air gap diameter,
the direct-drive generator has a larger diameter to produce
higher torque. The large air gap diameter offers a multi-pole
structure with reasonable pole pitch at low speed and high
torque operation. Moreover, the direct-drive wind turbine has
a simplified drive train, high efficiency, high reliability, and
availability by going gearless [27]. However, there are few
flaws in this concept such as large diameter, large mass, and
high cost [28]. The direct-drive generators used in the market
are classified as follows:
1) ELECTRICALLY EXCITED SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR
In this configuration, field windings located on the rotor
are fed with direct current (DC) excitation while the sta-
tor carries three-phase windings. The rotor may consist of
cylindrical or salient poles. The grid connection scheme of
direct-drive EESG is depicted in Fig. 4. The wide range of
speed is covered by taking full control of voltage amplitude
and frequency through power electronics at the generator
side [29]. Additionally, the opportunity of controlled flux
for minimized loss at different power range can be achieved
by power converter in the rotor side which regulates the
excitation current. The absence of PMs made this concept
cost-effective and robust under harsh atmospheric conditions.
The typical manufacturer is Enercon, the largest capacity of
the direct-drive EESG has been up to 4.5 MW [30].
FIGURE 4. Schematic of direct-drive EESG.
The major disadvantage of EESG is the space require-
ment for excitation winding and pole shoes. The pole pitch
must be sufficiently large for the substantial diameter-specific
design, so a larger number of parts and windings make
this heavyweight and costly. Furthermore, it is important to
energize the rotor winding with DC, utilizing slip rings and
brushes, or brushless exciter. The employment of a rotating
rectifier and field losses are unavoidable [31].
2) PERMANENT MAGNET SYNCHRONOUS GENERATOR
The grid connection scheme of the PMSG for direct-drive
wind turbines is shown in Fig. 5. The PMSG is excited by the
PMs with a direct connection to the grid through a full-scale
power electronics converter.
FIGURE 5. Scheme of direct-drive with PMSG.
The benefits of PM excited machine over electrically
excited machine can be summarized as [32]:
• High efficiency and energy yield;
• No need for DC excitation;
• Improved thermal characteristics due to absence of field
losses;
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• The absence of mechanical components such as slip
rings provide high reliability;
• High power to weight ratio.
However, PM machines have following drawbacks [33]:
• High cost of PM material;
• PM demagnetization at high temperature.
III. CLASSIFICATION OF DIRECT-DRIVE PM MACHINES
The PM machines are not standard off-the-shelf machines
and they allow a great deal of flexibility in their geometry so
that different topologies can be used. The PM machine can
be classified by both the direction of the flux path and the
structure. However, they are generally characterized by their
direction of flux penetration, such as radial flux, axial flux,
and transverse flux. Some basic features and structures from
literature are briefly summarized as follows [34].
A. RADIAL FLUX PM MACHINE
This is the most common configuration in PM machines
where flux lines are in the radial plane while the current
flows in the axial direction as shown in Fig. 6. The type
of machine is widely employed in various applications such
as ship propulsion systems, wind power generation, traction,
and many others [35].
FIGURE 6. Radial flux PM machine.
For direct-drive wind turbines, the RFPM machine can
operate over a wide range of operations with better perfor-
mance. The air gap diameter and axial length of the machine
can be chosen independently. The longer axial length and
smaller diameter would cause a larger proportion of copper
loss to be attributed to the end windings [36]. There are two
common types of RFPM machine i.e. surface-mounted and
flux concentrated RFPM machine mostly discussed in the
literature [37]. The surface-mounted RFPM machine seems
to be a good option for the large scale direct-drive wind
turbines [38]. The remanent flux density is higher than the
air gap flux density in magnets on the rotor surface com-
pared to flux concentrated topology [39]. The comprehensive
comparison of flux concentrated and surface-mounted RFPM
machine has been carried out in [40]. Besides, an external
rotor configuration for a large direct-drive generator is more
convenient compared to the internal rotor because of ease
in installation and maintenance. Additionally, higher torque
density can be obtained by a large outer periphery and multi-
pole structure [33].
B. AXIAL FLUX PM MACHINE
The AFPM machine is another possible solution for direct-
drive applications. This machine generates magnetic flux
in the axial direction instead of radial direction as shown
in Fig. 7. The flux from the PMflows axially while the current
flows in the radial direction. This machine features a large
diameter and a relatively short axial length compared to a
radial-flux PM machine [41].
FIGURE 7. Axial flux PM machine.
The AFPMmachine has some advantages compared to the
RFPM machine, which are illustrated as follows [42]:
• Simple winding and short axial length;
• Low cogging torque and noise;
• High torque/volume ratio.
However, AFPM machine accompanied with some disad-
vantages such as [43]:
• High PM utilization with large diameter;
• Structural instability;
• Difficulty in maintaining air gap in large diameter.
The conventional slot-less AFPM machine with a single
stator and dual rotor is also called a Torus machine. The elec-
tromagnetic analyses with various advantages, such as short
axial length, lightweight, compact, high power to weight
ratio, and suitable integration with the engine, are discussed
by various authors in [44]. The direct-drive Torus for wind
power has been examined based on perceived benefit for
5 kW at 200 rpm [45]. The analytical study of the initial
slotted AFPM machine design with one rotor and two stators
has been carried out for the power range of 10-500 kW [46].
Furthermore, a 2.7 MW AFPM machine with two PM rotors
and one stator was considered for large wind turbines [47].
The comparative study was performed for various 5 MW
topologies and 9-phase AFPM machine with concentrated
winding [48]. The 10 MW iron-less AFPM machine was
examined for offshore wind turbines with especial consider-
ation on weight minimization [49].
C. TRANSVERSE FLUX PM MACHINE
Initially, the concept of the TFPM machine was patented by
W. M. Morday in 1895. But, the development work is not
carried out further because of no relative advantage. In the
1970s, some articles on the linear TFPMmachine for railway
application by E. R. Laithwaite et al. gave new life to this
idea. Finally, a publication by H. Weh drew broad attention
to this machine [50]. The force-producing magnetic circuit
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is positioned in a plane orthogonal to the direction of motion.
The simplest topology of the TFPMmachine is a single-sided
surface-mounted TFPM machine shown in Fig. 8.
FIGURE 8. Transverse flux PM machine (one pole pair).
This machine performs like a synchronous machine. The
TFPM machine has a higher torque density, separate electri-
cal and magnetic loadings, modular structure, fault tolerance,
and simple windings [51], [52]. However, this machine suf-
fers from poor power factor, high cogging torque, high losses,
and complex manufacturing [53], [54].
In order to become a prominent candidate in wind power
applications, the TFPM machine should be fairly designed
and compared with a conventional RFPM machine. The
design procedure of the TFPMmachine is presented in Fig. 9.
The method is comprised of three parts, i.e. conditions, inves-
tigation, and optimization.
IV. TRANSVERSE FLUX PM MACHINE TOPOLOGIES
Several TFPM machine topologies are introduced and inves-
tigated in literature since they attracted attention in the early
1970s and later reappeared in the mid-1980s. Based on elec-
tromagnetic configuration, the TFPM machines can be cate-
gorized as follows:
• Surface-mounted and flux concentrated;
• Single-sided and double-sided;
• Single winding and dual winding;
• Inner rotor and outer rotor;
• Stator type: C/U-core, Z-core, E-core, claw pole.
In this paper, the TFPM machines are classified into
surface-mounted TFPM machine and flux concentrated
TFPM machine as presented in Fig. 10.
A. SURFACE-MOUNTED
The surfacemagnet form of the TFPMmachine behaves like a
non-salient synchronous machine where PM and air gap have
similar permeability. The total torque has two components,
the opposing cogging torque and the interaction torque com-
ponent. Moreover, the surface magnet TFPM machine has a
larger active air gap because of the extra air gap created by
magnets [55].
1) SINGLE-SIDED
The fundamental topology shown in Fig. 11 comprises a
mover core with magnets mounted on the surface. The wind-
ing is placed in C/U shaped iron core of laminated steel. The
FIGURE 9. Flow chart of TFPM machine for wind power applications.
FIGURE 10. Classification of TFPM machine.
magnets magnetized with alternating polarity are displaced
on the rotor, thereby generating an alternating flux in the
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FIGURE 11. Single-sided surface-mounted TFPM machine.
TABLE 1. Performance of Single-Sided TFPM Machine for Wind Power.
stator. The flux produced by each pole pair is linked with the
same global winding. In this topology, only half of the mag-
nets are being used at one moment, while other produce flux
that can lessen the flux linked with the winding. Additionally,
it has high leakage reactance [56].
A two-phase TFPM machine with a static equation for
the calculation of torque per volume and mass is presented
in [57]. The machine has 5 times higher torque density
compared to a typical induction machine. The flux linked
with stator winding is 20% of the total stator flux linkage.
This machine is optimized in [58] where the author showed
that high flux leakage between the rotor and the stator is
responsible for high q-axis reactance. The machine also suf-
fers from opposing fringing fluxes with reduced back-EMF.
An external rotor TFPMmachine was developed in [59]. The
outer rotor concept has high torque density with poor thermal
paths for heat dissipation. Moreover, better performance with
full magnet utilization is achieved by surface-mounted TFPM
machine with intermediate poles (Z-machine). The output of
this topology is twice higher than that of the conventional
TFPM machine at the same volume. However, this machine
has high 3-D leakage and high loss with poor efficiency [60].
For large wind turbines, a 5MW direct-drive TFPM machine
is proposed in [61]. The magnetic equivalent circuit (MEC)
of this machine is developed without considering leakage and
saturation [62]. The power factor and efficiency are assumed
to be 0.99 and 97% respectively. Additionally, the perfor-
mance of various single-sided TFPM machines designed for
wind power applications is presented in Table. 1.
2) IRON BRIDGE
To lessen the stray flux produced by inactive magnets, guid-
ing iron bridges could be placed between the stator cores as
depicted in Fig. 12. This will provide a closed magnetic path
for the flux generated by each magnet that is not involved
in the development of the main magnetic flux. The output
power would likely be higher in this arrangement. However,
the iron bridge will make the machine heavier with a decrease
in available space for the stator winding and high core losses.
The bridges will also cause significant leakage flux from the
adjacent stator cores [63].
FIGURE 12. Single-sided TFPM machine with iron-bridge.
A unique design of the TFPMmachine with an iron-bridge
is examined in [64]. The rotor is similar to a hybrid stepping
motor with an axially magnetized PM ring. The machine
suffers from high cogging torque due to the high use of
PM. An outer rotor generator based on the TFPM machine
principle with iron-bridge was patented in [65]. The 6 kW
generator has a 92% efficiency and 0.58 power factor. The
main drawback of this design lies in the high flux leakage in
the stator core. The same topology is optimized by inserting a
semi-open slot instead of an open slot [66]. The machine has
a high power factor of 0.8 with high power losses due to the
eddy current induced in the iron bridge. For the reduction of
magnet volume, a fall back generator is proposed in [67]. The
basic structure is similar to a conventional TFPM machine
with an iron bridge. However, only half of the magnets are
used in this topology. The inactive magnets are removed and
the magnetic flux is diverted from the return path (fall back
path) through a rotor to serve the purpose of inactive mag-
nets. Furthermore, the iron-bridge configuration is modelled
and compared with the traditional TFPM machine without a
bridge for large wind turbines. The iron bridges are superior
in terms of magnet utilization by 84% [68]. The author in
[69] discovered that the flux in the rotor back iron is guided
in the longitudinal plane due to the magnets and iron-bridge
offering a lower reluctance path. In addition, this topology
is widely investigated for wind power applications due to the
better utilization ofmagnets. The performance of single-sided
TFPM machines with iron-bridge for different power rating
is illustrated in Table. 2.
3) DOUBLE-SIDED
An alternative scheme to employ all magnets in the machine
is to utilize two stators, one on each side of the rotor, as pre-
sented in Fig. 13. This topology consists of two sets of
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TABLE 2. Performance of Single-Sided TFPM Machine with Iron-Bridge.
C/U shaped cores per pole pair, with the winding placed
in the slots. The magnets are embedded in the rotor cores.
The performance of the machine compared to a single-sided
design is improved by two-fold. To provide a return path
for the magnetic flux, iron bridges can be added to this
topology. The double-sided surface-mounted TFPMmachine
has a higher VA rating for the same volume and relative pole
pitch compared to a single-sided TFPM machine. However,
the drawback is the increased complexity associated with
constructing the active rotor parts as they have to be supported
in a cantilevered arrangement [70].
FIGURE 13. Double-sided TFPM machine with iron-bridge.
This topology can also be designed with only one winding
with nearly the same torque production as in the double-sided
TFPM machine with two windings. It has the benefit of a
simple mechanical structure and shorter outer diameter [71].
The double-sided TFPM machine was initially proposed in
[72]. The comparison is also carried out for force density
between various PM machines. Additionally, a double-sided
modular TFPM machine with axial flux configuration has
been proposed for wind turbine generators [73]. However,
this topology has a complicated structure with leakage at the
rotor pole.
4) CLAW POLE
Another approach is to twist the stator core in such a way
that all magnets are employed simultaneously as depicted
in Fig. 14. This type of arrangement is called a claw pole.
It can be noted from the figure that only half of the stator
tooth faces the pole area at the same time. This is done for
decreasing the armature flux leakage between the twisted
stator teeth. The shorter tooth span will cause saturation in
the stator tip with low magnetic flux linkage. Additionally,
this machine is mechanically unstable due to the complex
structure [74].
FIGURE 14. Single-sided surface-mounted claw pole TFPM machine.
In [75], different claw pole geometries have been inves-
tigated for high torque density and better power factor. The
axially shortened claws limit the armature inter-polar flux
leakage. A single-sided claw pole TFPM machine was pro-
posed for better magnet utilization [76]. The claw struc-
ture was made with soft magnetic composite (SMC) mate-
rial. The machine is optimized through the analytical and
finite element method (FEM). Recently, a single-sided TFPM
machine with an outer rotor and non-overlapping stator pole
is proposed in [77]. This novel topology has 100% mag-
net and winding utilization without reducing the conductor
space.
B. FLUX CONCENTRATED
In flux concentrated setup, the inset magnets allow a signifi-
cant increase in the air gap flux density because magnetic flux
is concentrated to a flux path with a smaller cross-section than
the magnet. The relationship between magnet and pole face








where kf is the flux focusing factor, Bg is the air gap flux
density, Bm is the magnet working flux density, Am is the
magnet area and Ap is the pole face area. The air gap flux
density can increase above the remanent flux density of PM
used in the magnetic circuit. This type of design has 20%
to 50% higher torque and improved power factor compared
to surface magnet design. Furthermore, the placement of
magnets inside the magnetic circuit produces saliency for an
additional component of torque, i.e. reluctance torque which
facilitates a wider speed range at constant power operation.
Thus, the total torque is sum of PM and reluctance torque
components. Besides, it has complicated construction and
lower robustness [79].
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1) SINGLE-SIDED
The single-sided flux concentrated TFPM machine depicted
in Fig. 15 uses only half of the magnets at each time. The
benefit of this topology is an improvement in performance
with a reduction in active material over surface-mounted
configuration. On the other hand, it has a more complicated
rotor assembly. The toothed rotor construction can be utilized
for mechanical stability [80].
FIGURE 15. Single-sided flux concentrated TFPM machine.
For the wind power generator, a comparison of two opti-
mized 5 MW TFPM machines is carried out for active mass
reduction [81]. The C-core geometry utilizes less PM volume
along with an 11% reduction in active mass compared to
U-core. A 5 MW RFPM machine and four different TFPM
machines have been examined on the basis of cost, mass,
and copper loss. The C-core TFPM machine with a double-
sided air gap and single winding seems to be the best concept
considering all criteria. Besides, the analytical modelling of
the RFPM machine and the TFPM machine discussed by
neglecting saturation and considering the power factor to be
1 [82]. The short flux path with the plural module concept
for the TFPM machine is discussed in [83]. This concept is
60% lighter than the RFPMmachine for the same power level
with a drawback of higher current density. The design process
of SMC based outer rotor TFPM machine for light electrical
vehicles is illustrated in [84]. The optimization process of the
TFPM machine with a dual rotor is discussed in [85]. The d
and q-axis magnetic flux and torque for the same topology
are deduced through the MEC. Two different TFPMmachine
topologies with distributed windings have been modelled via
FEM in [86]. The prototype development of TFPM machine
with SMC and formed lamination for aerospace applications
are presented in [87]. Additionally, this configuration has also
been analyzed broadly for wind power due to high torque den-
sity and better power factor compared to the surface mounted
TFPM machine. For different power levels, the performance
of single-sided TFPM machines is presented in Table. 3.
2) IRON BRIDGE
To ensure complete utilization of magnets in conventional
single-sided flux concentrated TFPM machine, the stator
bridges are placed over the inactive magnets to close the
magnetic circuit as depicted in Fig. 16.
TABLE 3. Performance of Single-Sided Flux Concentrated TFPM Machine.
FIGURE 16. Flux concentrated TFPM machine with iron-bridge.
For the wind power generator, the study of the TFPM
machine with a toothed rotor is carried out in [88]. The leak-
age between stator and iron-bridge is lessened by modifying
the iron-bridge into a trapezium and C-core stator into a
horseshoe with a foot. Moreover, the diameter below 1 m
is beneficial for the TFPM machine compared to the PM
synchronous machine for torque and mass benefit. In [89],
a new design of the TFPM machine with E and I shape stator
core is presented for wind power. The disk shape rotor is
selected because of low inductance and better power factor
compared to the cylindrical rotor. The coil is wrapped around
the middle arm of the E shape core while PM embraced
in the rotor. The comparison of different single-sided flux
concentrated TFPM machines with and without iron-bridge
is performed in [86].
3) DOUBLE-SIDED
The first double-sided TFPMmachine with dual winding and
U-core stator shown in Fig. 17 was proposed in [90]. The
better usage of magnets at any specific time produces better
performance. However, this structure is mechanically unsta-
ble due to complex construction and moving magnets. The
same topology is converted from double winding to single
winding without affecting the torque rating of the machine.
The difficulty of mounting top winding has been eradicated
with a reduction in the outer diameter. Furthermore, the
double-sided TFPM machine with a single winding and C-
core arrangement is obtained from the U-core concept [91].
The no-load flux linkage of this topology is comparable to
the U-core version under the same dimension with the elimi-
nation of 50% magnets and air gaps. However, the saturating
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MMF of the stator coil is reduced by a factor of 2; the torque
density of the machine is roughly decreased by half. The
analytical modelling of C-core configuration is developed
without considering the saturation effect [92].
FIGURE 17. Double-sided flux concentrated TFPM machine.
The E-core TFPM machine consists of two separate stator
parts with a reduction in axial length of the rotor. The C-core
stator part surrounds the winding while U-core is placed in
between two windings. This concept has the same expected
performance and drawback as the conventional double-sided
TFPM machine [93]. For wind power, a modular double-
sided TFPM machine with a quasi U-shaped stator with ring
winding is presented in [94]. The rotor consists of ferrite mag-
nets. The impact of key geometric parameters on the torque
production is also mentioned in this paper. The E-core TFPM
machine with pole winding and ferrite magnet is developed in
[95]. Additionally, the Halbach array magnet arrangement is
introduced for lessening the inter-polar leakage in a double-
sided TFPM machine [96]. This arrangement increases the
flux linkage by 90%. The double-sided TFPM machine with
iron-bridge for wind power applications is proposed in [97].
The machine comprises of C-core stator, pancake shape rotor
and I shape magnetic shunt. The machine is optimized for
better power factor and reduced volume. However, it has high
PM volume and saturation in the iron core. Recently, various
double-sided TFPMmachine have been investigated for wind
power applications by taking the advantages of better utiliza-
tion of magnets, higher torque density and improved power
TABLE 4. Performance of Double-Sided Flux Concentrated TFPM Machine.
factor. The performance of double-sided TFPM machines is
given in Table. 4.
4) CLAW POLE
The claw pole TFPMmachine topology shown in Fig. 18 tries
to combine the simplicity of single-sided topology with
increased power density of double-sided TFPM machine
[98]. However, the stator provides a short circuit part for
the magnetic flux with saturation. The complicated design
requires SMC material for manufacturing [99].
FIGURE 18. Flux concentrated claw pole TFPM machine.
A 5 MW TFPM machine was designed for wind power
applications [100]. The comparison was made for various
TFPM machine topologies. The V-type embedded magnets
with claw pole stator achieved the highest torque density.
In [101], a single-phase TFPM machine is fabricated for the
driving system of a green mechanical press. The claws and
back iron of the stator have different direction of lamination.
The energy loss of this machine is 30% less than the mechan-
ical press. The impact of stator pole overlapping is discussed
in [75]. The 6% increment in torque is obtained at a 30%
overlap of the stator pole. Furthermore, the optimization pro-
cess of the claw pole TFPM machine for bicycle application
is illustrated in [102].
C. MISCELLANEOUS TOPOLOGIES
There are some TFPMmachines which differ from the previ-
ously mentioned topologies are discussed in this section.
1) FLUX SWITCHING
In this configuration, all MMF sources are located on the sta-
tor while the rotor has a salient structure as shown in Fig. 19.
The PM flux switches clockwise or counterclockwise around
the coil. This configuration combines the high torque density
of the TFPM machine and mechanically robust structure of
the transverse reluctance machine. The magnet utilization of
the flux switch TFPM machine is better than other TFPM
machines. The laminated steel material is employed for cores
when 50% magnets utilize at any time. The SMC is needed
for a topology that utilizes all magnets [70].
For low-speed wind generators, a 1.3 kW TFPM machine
based on the flux switching principle is presented in [103].
The computation of this machine has been performed only
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FIGURE 19. Flux switching TFPM machine [70].
at no-load condition. The cogging of this machine is signif-
icantly influenced by stator and rotor core circumferential
width to pole pitch. In addition, a 380 W three-phase proto-
type is manufactured for validation purposes. A comparison
of two flux switching TFPM machines with SMC cores and
ferrite magnets is performed in [104]. The difference between
d- and q-axis inductances is small and only the PM com-
ponent contributes to the main torque. The initial design of
flux switching TFPM machine with SMC cores and ferrite
magnets is proposed in [105]. Preliminary analysis shows that
it has higher cogging torque, low torque density, poor power
factor, and low efficiency. Additionally, the same topology is
optimized for reducing the inductances [106].
2) CONSEQUENT POLE
The fundamental design of the consequent pole TFPM
machine is delineated in Fig. 20. The stator structure is
similar to the conventional TFPM machine, consisting of a
ring coil surrounded by U or C-shaped stator core. The rotor
contains surface-mounted magnets and laminated iron pole.
This machine uses half the number of magnets by generating
both PM torque and reluctance torque [107]. However, this
topology suffers from high saturation and losses [108].
FIGURE 20. Consequent pole TFPM machine.
A consequent pole TFPMmachine with a conventional sta-
tor placed over ring winding is presented in [109]. The rotor
has two ring cores with slots, I-shaped cores fitted in these
slots, and PMs settled on the alternate I-shaped cores. The
proposed consequent pole machine generates higher torque
for the same current with less magnet volume compared to the
conventional TFPM machine. Additionally, the consequent
pole TFPM machine with improved magnet utilization for
low-speed application is developed in [110]. The radially
magnetized PMs are mounted on the surface of the middle
teeth in the E-shaped stator core. The ring-shaped armature
coils are arranged in the upper and lower stator slots, respec-
tively. The FEM simulation results reveal that the conse-
quent pole has 59% higher torque/PM volume with 92% less
cogging torque compared to the traditional TFPM machine.
However, the shifting of PMs from the rotor to the stator is
responsible for 37% lower torque per machine volume.
V. ASSESSMENT OF TFPM MACHINE
Theoretically, the TFPMmachine is known for its high torque
density, the power rating of the machine can be increased by
increasing the pole number. Apart from this, there are other
advantages and disadvantages of the TFPM machine which
are illustrated as follows:
A. POLE NUMBER AND HIGH TORQUE DENSITY
The main and evident benefit of the TFPM machine is its
ability to yield high torque density. The force density of PM
machines can be estimated by [69]:
σ = αiABo (4)
where αi represents the degree of coverage of the PM, A is
the current loading, and Bo is the air gap flux density at no-
load condition. For a single-sided TFPMmachine the current











With θ being the armature current, τ is the pole pitch Br
is the remanence induction of the PM, hM represents the
magnet thickness, and g is the air gap length. This implies
that the electrical loading can be increased by simply increas-
ing the number of pole pairs, without changing the arma-
ture ampere-turns and the machine diameter. This effect is
used by the TFPM machine to achieve high specific torque
density. In other words, the TFPM machine has an electric
circuit that is decoupled from the magnetic circuit. For a
given machine geometry, current and magnetic loading, the
homopolar flux path in the stator core permits for the rise
in the VA rating of the machine by increasing the number
of poles. The increment in the pole number reduces the pole
pitch. If leakage is neglected, the amount of flux linked with
the stator coil remains the same while the rate of change of
flux increases. Therefore, the EMF of themachine at the same
mechanical speed increases with the pole number as shown in
equation (7) [111]. However, the pole pitch has a lower bound
as it affects the power factor and mechanical rigidity of the
iron cores [14].
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where E represents the EMF, kf is the waveform factor, N is
the number of turns,8 is the flux encircling the winding, ω is
the mechanical angular speed of the mover and τ is the pole
pitch. The impact of pole number on EMF, torque density, and
power factor is examined by various researchers [74], [85],
and [102].
A high pole number generates high EMF, torque, and
torque density with a low power factor as shown in Fig. 21
(a-b).Moreover, the high pole number degrades the efficiency
of the machine by increasing the core losses [94]. Therefore,
it is mandatory to choose the optimal pole number for the best
performance of the machine for a specific application.
FIGURE 21. Significance of pole number in TFPM machine. (a) EMF and
torque. (b) Power factor and torque density.
B. SEPARATE ELECTRICAL AND MAGNETIC LOADING
The average output torque of an electrical machine can be
enhanced either by increasing the current loading or increas-
ing the air gap flux density. The increment in the current
loading demands a larger winding slot area for keeping the
same current density based on the thermal requirement. The
higher air gap flux density leads to wider teeth in order to
avoid an excessive level of saturation in the iron core. The
high torque density in the conventional RFPM machine is
bounded by the solid rivalry for the same space between
armature winding and stator teeth [111]. However, in the
TFPM machine the magnetic and current loadings can be set
separately. The magnetic loading is set by the magnet size
and stator cores in the circumferential direction, while the
MMF is set by the width of the coils in the axial direction.
This phenomenon supports a more favorable construction,
as the armature winding and the rotor magnetic circuit does
not contest for the same available space [63].
C. MULTIPHASE AND FAULT TOLERANCE
Basically, the TFPMmachine is a single-phase structural unit.
The multiphase structure is produced by axially stacking the
single-phase machines as shown in Fig. 22.
FIGURE 22. Layout of three-phase TFPM machine.
In case of a three-phase machine, the common rotating
field is produced by inserting a phase of 120o electrical
degrees between three independent alternate fields. This elec-
trical phase shift is created either by mechanically displacing
the rotor magnets or stator. The advantage of shifting the
PMs rather than stator segments is that the stator segments
can be joined together, thus reducing the number of separate
parts and consequently the complexity of the production. The
entire machine inherits the electromagnetic properties of a
single-phase unit. However, the interaction between phases
may lead to leakage which causes asymmetry in induced
voltages and torque. A fault in one phase does not bring the
operation of the machine to a standstill. There will be less
torque and more torque ripple [70], [111].
D. END WINDING
The decoupling between the magnetic and electrical cir-
cuits allows the usage of a coil with a larger cross-section
and suitable slot shape for the reduction of slot leakage in
the TFPM machine. For rectangular slots, a square-shaped
toroidal winding leads to the lowest copper loss with mini-
mum slot leakage [112]. In comparison with the traditional
RFPM machine, one might say that there is no end winding.
However, 50% of the winding is active at a specific time in
a conventional TFPM machine. This is because of winding
between two stator cores is exposed to air instead of iron
which aggravates the cooling in the machine.Moreover, these
pieces of winding are responsible for leakage, resistive losses,
and extra weight [70]. The flux from unutilized magnets
will interact with leakage flux which encircles the inactive
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winding. The flux orientation in the inactive winding would
be similar to flux in the stator. However, the flux orientation of
the magnet is in the opposite direction compared with torque
production magnets under the stator teeth. Therefore, their
interactionmay cause a braking torque [111]. Apart from this,
the gap created by the winding exposed to air can be utilized
for cooling purpose.
E. AIR GAP
The air gap length has been treated as an essential element in
the design procedure of electrical machines. The smaller air
gap increases the main flux by providing a low reluctance
path with improved performance. However, it comes with
a trade-off in terms of manufacturing tolerance and high
precision machining [74]. With a rotor with surface-mounted
magnets, using a large air gap is not so detrimental. This is
because the magnets appear as an additional air gap for the
stator flux, so the effective air gap that the stator flux has
to pass is the sum of the mechanical air gap and the radial
magnet length. With flux concentration, it is more important
to have a small air gap. The air gap length in most of the





where g is air gap length while MOD is the machine’s outer
diameter. The air gap length plays an influential role in var-
ious aspects of the TFPM machine. The air gap length has
been thoroughly investigated in various research works [85],
[94]. For two different power levels, the relationship of EMF,
torque, and power factor with various air gap under fixed
diameter, magnetic loading, and copper loss is presented
in Fig. 23 (a-c). The decrement in the air gap decreases the
reluctance and leakage of the main flux path with a rise
in induced voltages by increasing the flux linkage for two
different power levels. This higher EMF is responsible for
high torque in the TFPMmachine. However, the power factor
has a different trend for these two power ratings. The kW
level TFPM machine shows improvement in power factor at
smaller air gaps. The reason behind this enhancement is the
small electric loading which overshadows the magnet flux
over armature flux. There is no significant advantage that can
be obtained for the power factor inMW level TFPMmachine.
Additionally, the TFPM machine shows a higher depen-
dency on the air gap compared to the RFPM machine. The
air gap below 3 mm should be beneficial for the MW level
TFPM machine in terms of mass and cost whereas the
threshold for the air gap should be less than 1 mm for kW
power rating [114], [115]. Above these thresholds, the TFPM
machines scarcely show any benefit compared to traditional
RFPM machine. Therefore, it can be concluded that the
TFPM machine with a small air gap and a large diameter
can be advantageous in terms of mass and cost for wind
power applications. However, attention should be given to the
mechanical design of such machines as well as the converter
requirements.
FIGURE 23. Impact of air gap in TFPM machine. (a) EMF. (b) Torque.
(c) Power factor.
F. POWER FACTOR
The several advantages of the TFPM machine are met by
the disadvantage of low power factor. The typical low power
factor in the TFPM machine requires an inverter with a
high power-rating which causes two to three-time higher
system cost compared to a conventional machine. In normal
operation, the working power factor of traditional RFPM









where I is the phase current, X is the phase reactance,
and E is the back EMF. By neglecting saturation, this ratio
can equally be expressed as the ratio of stator peak flux
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linkage due to armature current over stator peak flux linkage
due to PM flux or flux ratio. This ratio is less than 3 in
most TFPM machine compared to 0.3 in traditional RFPM
machine. The range of power factor for the TFPM machine
lies in between 0.35-0.55 [116]. This low power factor is
linked with high armature inductance which leads to high
synchronous reactance in the TFPM machine cited by sev-
eral authors [70]. The segmented structure of the stator core
produces a reasonable amount of stator excited flux leakage.
The segregated stator core pieces generate flux leakage and
fringing between these pieces, which are absent in traditional
machines. In [50], values of about 50% magnet leakage flux
and about 70% armature flux leakage have been reported.
The other reason is the low generation of induced voltage due
to improper utilization of PMs in the TFPM machine which
causes leakage between adjacent poles. The phenomenon of
low induced voltage due to inter-pole flux cancellation is
explained in [117]. Furthermore, the saturation dominated by
armature flux in the magnetic circuit of the TFPM machine
may cause a low power factor [58].
The power factor can be improved by increasing the mag-
netic loading in the TFPM machine but it will increase the
manufacturing cost. The higher utilization of PM volume
will also lead to saturation which again causes a low power
factor [118]. The selection of pole number is critical because
it affects the torque and power factor under fixed magnetic
and electrical loadings [55]. Furthermore, the smaller air gap
can provide a better power factor by reducing the leakage
and improving the effective flux density. However, decreased
air gap will challenge the present manufacturing techniques
and also mechanical requirements [111]. The power factor is
also influenced by the geometrical parameters of the TFPM
machine. The impact of the split ratio on the power factor
is investigated in [94]. It is observed that a high split ratio
is responsible for low power factor in the TFPM machine
at fixed electrical and magnetic loadings. The shapes of the
magnet and stator tooth have been optimized for high power
factor in [97]. The minimization of magnetic flux loss for
a better power factor in surface-mounted TFPM is done
by utilizing an iron-bridge [119]. The overlapping between
stator poles in the claw pole TFPM machine is optimized
in [120]. The power factor is improved while maintaining a
reasonable torque density. It should be noted that the power
factor supposed to be 1 in various research works [62], [68]
and [83]. In general, the scope for the improvement of the
power factor is limited in the TFPM machine. Therefore,
the TFPM machine will only become practically viable until
power factors of at least 0.7 can be achieved without sac-
rificing the high torque density requirement in wind power
applications [121].
G. COGGING TORQUE
The cogging torque is an important issue in wind power gen-
erators. It creates start-up difficulties and compromises the
overall structural integrity of the system by producing noise
and mechanical vibration. In the TFPM machine, the stator
tooth span is approximately equal to a pole span which gen-
erates higher cogging torque [74]. The amount of cogging
torque in the TFPM machine can be lowered by designing
a machine with higher electrical loading and lower mag-
netic loading. However, this will lead to poor power factor
and higher armature flux leakage [122]. The performance
of the machine would be decreased with low air gap flux.
Therefore, the best method to reduce this phenomenon is
to change the reluctance with respect to the rotor position.
The other possibility is to develop a machine whose har-
monic sum lowers the peak cogging torque. Furthermore,
the slot-pole combination also plays a crucial role in cog-
ging torque minimization where a fractional-pitch winding is
unavailable [123].
A variety of methods in literature have been utilized by
researchers for the minimization of cogging torque. The
common strategy for decreasing the cogging torque in the
RFPM machine includes notches, pole width optimisation,
and skewing. The concept of magnet skewing and various
magnet shapes is explained in [124]. The circular magnets
have a high possibility of lessening the cogging torque in the
TFPM machine. The core skewing with unequal distribution
is discussed in [125]. The skewing is responsible for more
than 80% reduction in cogging torque. However, skewing
is inefficient because of the detriment in overall machine
performance. The effective strategy of stator shifting for
diminishing the cogging torque is presented in [126]. The
symmetrical and asymmetric shift of the stators in the TFPM
machine is discussed in [127], where asymmetric shift has
more possibilities to influence the cogging torque waveform.
Furthermore, the impact of width and shape of rotor and stator
poles on cogging torque is illustrated in [128]. The optimiza-
tion of stator slot width is carried out for cogging torque in a
double C-hoop TFPM machine for wind power applications
[129]. The author in [123] presented a design of experiment
method for cogging torque reduction. This method is a blend
of several techniques such as slot/pole ratio, pole width, stator
displacement, and skewing. The 90% of peak cogging torque
and 9% average torque is decreased by utilizing this strategy.
Apart from this, chamfering, particle swarm optimization and
herringbone teeth have been employed for the minimization
of cogging torque in TFPM machine [130], [131].
H. MATERIAL CONSIDERATION
This TFPM machine has a complicated 3-D flux pattern
and large number of separate small size components, which
results in a weak construction and more complex assembly.
Therefore, it is necessary to consider suitable material for
manufacturing ease with improved performance.
1) IRON CORES
The first pick in materials for the TFPMmachine is the mate-
rial for the iron cores. The selection of iron is based on the
permeability of the core and value of magnetic flux density
where saturation in the iron occurs. Moreover, the material
properties, the thickness of the laminations, and the bonding
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of iron powder particles affect the magnetic losses in the
rotor and stator cores [78]. The use of SMC for the magnetic
core is advantageous for complex geometries with 3-D flux
paths. SMC also exhibits lower iron loss because of the tight
bonding of iron powder particles at higher frequencies [132].
Besides, SMC has low permeability and saturates at a lower
flux density. The advantage of utilizing laminated steel is its
cost and higher magnetic properties with lower iron loss at
low operating frequency. However, complex 3-D flux paths
cannot be accomplished with laminated steel and some trade-
offs should be made in either the iron loss or geometry [70].
The SMC and laminated steel have been utilized in the
manufacturing process of the TFPM machine for various
direct-drive applications. The laminated steel along with
SMC has been employed for outer rotor TFPM machines
in [133]. Furthermore, the performance comparison of the
TFPM machine for wind power applications based on lami-
nated steel and SMC has been presented in [95]. The analysis
indicated both machines achieve similar performance with
small differences. Thus, both options are still widely consid-
ered for designing TFPM machine.
2) PERMANENT MAGNET
The PM selection criteria need special consideration in the
design process of the TFPM machine for achieving a high
power factor with reasonable torque density. In literature,
ferrite magnets and rare earth magnets are employed in the
design procedure of the TFPMmachine [104], [134]. Because
of high energy density, the TFPM machine design often
requires rare earth magnets (NdFeB or SmCo) for improve-
ment in magnetic loading which leads to a high power factor.
However, thesemagnets are liable to issues of cost fluctuation
in rare earthmetals.Whereas, ferrite magnets represent a low-
cost alternative for applications with low requirement. Their
utilization requires a trade-off between highermagnet volume
and lower magnetic flux as a result of much lower energy
density (one-tenth of rare earth magnets) [105]. Furthermore,
ferrite magnets show a high risk of demagnetization. The
performance comparison of the TFPM machine with various
magnets is carried out in [95]. The rare earth magnets provide
high torque density with a high power factor. Therefore, it is
concluded that the rare earth magnet should be used for high
torque density TFPM machine designs.
I. LOSSES AND EFFICIENCY
For various applications, the losses are considered for the esti-
mation of operating cost, power rating, and heating without
deterioration of the insulation. The efficiency of an electrical
machine at normal working conditions is chosen by losses
which include iron losses, copper losses, and other losses.
The iron losses comprise of hysteresis losses and eddy current
losses. Whereas, the copper losses or Ohmic losses are found
in windings of the stator. Moreover, three additional losses
also present in the electrical machine such as ventilation
losses, friction losses, and stray losses. Practically, the fric-
tion and ventilation losses have no significant impact on the
machine’s efficiency for fixed speed. However, stray losses
mainly arising from the additional core losses generated in
the iron by distortion of the magnetic flux by load current
which can be taken as 1% of the overall output power [135].
The high magnetic and electrical loadings of the machine
offer a risk for the machine, particularly for the TFPM
machine with a high specific torque density. The topologies
which generate the highest torque tend to have high pole num-
ber. This produces a high fundamental frequency of the mag-
netic field in the TFPM machine and associated core losses,
resulting in a drop in efficiency. Therefore, this machine is
more appropriate for medium and low-speed applications
where iron lamination is used for the magnetic core [58].
For high operating frequency where eddy current losses are
dominant, the SMC formed by compacting and bonding iron
powder particles can be beneficial for the magnetic core.
These particles are coated with an electrically insulating
layer which is responsible for little conduction. The high
saturation in TFPM is also responsible for the core losses.
The impact of saturation can be lessened by utilizing high-
grade steel or grain oriented steel. Additionally, the TFPM
machine has lower copper losses due to the short endwinding.
The winding between two stator cores is surrounded by air
which contributes to copper loss and cooling problems in the
machine and should be considered as end winding [70].
The loss calculation of claw pole TFPM is presented in
[136]. This method is combined with an iron loss calculation
model that takes nonlinear effects, saturation, and a bias
component in the magnetic flux into consideration. The eddy
current losses in non-conventional flux concentrated TFPM
machines are investigated through a 3-D transient approach
in [137]. The eddy currents on the stator poles and inside
the stator core are significant due to the existence of normal
magnetic fields. Whereas, the eddy current losses in rotor
pole are mainly present at the center of the pole region due
to the high concentration of opposing magnetic fields from
magnets. Besides, the eddy currents accumulate themselves
on the corners of the magnets. The rapid estimation of the
eddy current is developed for the TFPMmachine through 3-D
MEC and 2D FEM [138]. In [102], the optimization process
based on a genetic algorithm is developed for three TFPM
machines. Various investigation shows that the efficiency of
TFPM machine is below 90% [105], [134], and [139]. The
research on TFPM machine mainly focused on the design,
optimization, and modelling of TFPM machine with very
little comprehensive attention to the losses and efficiency of
TFPM machine.
VI. MODELLING TECHNIQUES
An overview of the results obtained in literature by the dif-
ferent modelling methods used to calculate the performance
of a TFPM machine is given in this section. The modelling
methods that have been found in literature used to model the
transverse flux machine are: analytical models, MEC, or in
majority, FEM.
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A. SIZING EQUATIONS
The analytical models commonly utilize the supposition of
a sinusoidally varying flux density in the air gap. The first
step in analytical models is sizing the machine based on
the dimensions where the performance of the machine in
terms of induced voltage and force is obtained through PM
flux linkage [78]. This is done in 2-D or quasi 3-D. The
flux leakage in the axial direction is not considered in the
2-D estimation of the flux density which causes significant
error [121]. The impact of design parameters on the per-
formance of the machine is determined through these 2-D
models so that the number of 3-D FEM simulations can be
reduced [140]. Furthermore, the analytical model based on
quasi 3-D uses two cross-sections (plane perpendicular to the
axis and additional plane along the axis) of the machine for
the calculation of flux leakage in the axial direction. The
end effects due to finite iron dimensions are not modelled
because iron is assumed to have infinite depth in both planes.
The difference between 2-D and quasi 3-D approach for the
estimation of flux leakage is 32% [141]. Another way to
lessen the number of FEM calculations is to combine numer-
ical and analytical models. The amplitude of flux linkage
is achieved from a 3-D FEM model in an aligned position
for the estimation of machine performance through voltage
based analytical equations. The flux linkage is considered to
be sinusoidal or achieved from Fourier series using geometry
parameter and FEM simulations of two rotor positions [70].
In traditional sizing equations, the designer needs to choose
the magnetic loading, electric loading, and efficiency based
on different factors. The machine power in these sizing equa-
tions is directly proportional to stack length and square of
machine diameter. In general, if stator leakage inductance and
winding resistance are neglected, the output power for any







e(t)i(t)dt = ηmKpEpk Ipk (10)
where PR is the rated power, η is the efficiency, m represents
the number of phases, e(t) and Epk are the phase EMF and its
peak value, Kp is the power waveform factor, i(t) and Ipk are
the phase current and the peak phase current, T represents the
period of one cycle of the EMF. The analytical demonstration
of EMF in terms of PM height for double-sided flux concen-
trated topology is presented in [143]. However, the leakage
and saturation have been neglected in the sizing equations.
An updated version of sizing equations for the same topol-
ogy has been illustrated in [92]. The EMF equation of this
machine is represented by PM width in the circumferential
direction. The author also analytically calculated the winding
resistance and leakage in the machine. An outer rotor single-
sided TFPM for wind power has been analytically modelled
in [59]. The author analytically deduces the equations for
EMF, leakage, and fringing. Furthermore, the general purpose
torque sizing equation and the power factor of themachine are
calculated in [144]. The author defined the equation of power
factor in terms of self and leakage inductances.
B. MAGNETIC EQUIVALENT CIRCIUT
The MEC is constructed from elements that model the differ-
ent flux paths and flux sources in the machine. The flux paths
in the machine are restricted to predefined elements or ‘‘flux
tubes’’ with a constant flux density. The flux through these
tubes is dictated by dividing the MMF over the tube by the
reluctance of the tube. The flux distribution in the machine
is achieved by explaining the system of equations illustrating
the developed MEC of flux tubes and MMF sources. How-
ever, the precise depiction of the flux paths with flux tubes is
specific for each machine geometry. The variation in geomet-
rical parametersmay bring a change in flux distributionwhich
requires a new reluctance network. Besides, the development
of such reluctance requires the pre-knowledge of the flux
paths in the machine [145].
After the preliminary sizing process, a more comprehen-
sive examination is carried out using MEC. A MEC of the
TFPM machine can be developed in 2-D or 3-D. The 2-D
MEC is not generally employed because it does not include
flux leakage which leads to an inaccurate solution. The 3-D
MEC models can achieve an accuracy of 70 to 90% for fixed
geometries [70]. The accuracy of theMECmodels varies with
rotor position. The aligned rotor position is responsible for
a 10% error while an unaligned position causes a 30% error.
SeveralMECmodels for the TFPMmachine have been devel-
oped in literature [63], [82], and [146]. The MEC composed
of magnetic charge and magnetic imaging technique for the
representation of magnetic flux distribution within the air gap
of a TFPM machine is presented in [147]. The calculated
result is within 15% accuracy compared to the experimental
result. The results of the suggested MEC is in a reasonable
agreement with those by 3-D FEM, while the calculation time
of the proposedmethod is reduced to about 1/3. The improved
MEC for flux concentrated TFPM machine is developed
in [148]. The model consists of a series-parallel combination
of flux tubes with an average error of less than 7% between
simulated and experimental data [149]. The double-sided flux
concentrated TFPM machine with a quasi-U-shaped stator is
modelled through MEC in [150]. The 2-D MEC estimates
the complex 3-D flux path with the inclusion of magnetic
saturation. The model is capable of adapting any geometry
with a 5% error and 25 times improvement in computational
time. Furthermore, the MEC of TFPM machine is developed
through a complex permeance method for minimization of
calculation time is presented in [151].
C. FINITE ELEMENT METHOD
The most commonly utilized numerical modelling technique
is the FEM. The 2-D and 3-D models can be used to demon-
strate the performance of the TFPMmachine. The 2-D inves-
tigation is carried out in various research works [152], [153].
In [154], it is illustrated that an error of 10% in results is
obtained through efforts compared to 3-D FEM. The other
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works found to be unsuitable with a deviation of 50% in
results [70]. The 3-D FEM has a much smaller deviation
which predicts the performance accurately [155]. Therefore,
3-D is normally employed as a design tool for TFPM regard-
less of the fact that is a time-consuming method.
VII. SCALIBILITY
The direct-drive PM generator system is an attractive option
in wind power applications because of various advan-
tages compared to the traditional geared concept. However,
the low-speed operation of the direct-drive PM generator is
responsible for the increase in diameter, weight, and cost of
the generator. The inverse relationship of rated power level
and rotor speed also causes technical difficulty of transport
and assembly. Therefore, the cost of energy production from
direct-drive PM generators can be reduced by analyzing the
fundamental factor of scaling [156]. The scaling laws quickly
evaluate the effect of variation machine size for a new design.
These laws also reduce the calculation time for FEM simula-
tion and other number numerical methods [157].
For producing high torque in direct-drive PM generators
it requires extra PM volume, conducting material, and iron,
which leads to an increase in cost [22]. The type of power
converter is strongly dependent on the machine synchronous
reactance. The reactance above 1.5 p.u. requires a high rating
of the power converter. The expenditure of active material
in generator increase with higher power rating while there
is an increment in power converters cost for lower power
ratings [158]. A comparative study has been carried out
for conventional RFPM machine and single-sided surface-
mounted TFPMmachine at two different power ratings [115].
The TFPM machine performs better compared to the RFPM
machine at a low power level with high average torque as
depicted in Fig. 24 (a) & (b). The kW TFPM machine has
a favorable power factor of 0.34 compared to 0.15 in the
MW power level. This is mainly due to the low electrical
loading, smaller air gap length, and less saturation. Further-
more, the low power TFPMmachine has improved the power
factor than the high power TFPM machine. The high power
TFPM machine, the performance is strongly dependent on
air gap length [114]. Thus, the comprehensive study of the
TFPM machine is incomplete without analyzing the impact
of scaling on the performance of the TFPM machine.
VIII. POWER ELECTRONICS AND CONTROL
The operation of the TFPM machine is similar to the con-
ventional PM synchronous machine allowing similar control
strategies and power electronic converters [161]. This section
mainly deals with control techniques and power converters
employed in PM based transverse flux machines.
A. CONTROL STRATEGY
The overall control of the wind energy conversion system
(WECS) is themost significant factor for the effective genera-
tion of electric power from wind energy. The control schemes
are applied in various parts and subsystems of WECS.
FIGURE 24. Torque comparison under two different power levels.
(a) kW power level. (b) MW power level.
There are three basic subsystems that constitute the WECS
control system [162]. This subsection concentrates on
machine side control (MSC) of WECS.
• Turbine control (e.g., pitch control for aerodynamic);
• Machine (generator) side control;
• Grid side control.
The variable-speed operation and maximum capture of
energy are controlled by turbine controller and MSC. The
MSC is responsible for the power delivery from the generator
to the grid. The MSC method also aims at the decoupling of
torque and flux. TheMSC is divided into two commonly used
strategies i.e. field oriented control (FOC) and direct torque
control (DTC). The performance comparison of two methods
has been carried out in various research works [163], [164].
Both control methods have similar dynamic responses and
each of them allows the active and reactive current compo-
nents (either torque or flux) of the machine to be controlled
independently. The FOC is amature technique and commonly
employed in the industry despite of better dynamic response
from DTC. A tabular comparison FOC and DTC is done
in Table 2.
1) FIELD ORIENTED CONTROL
For generator speed, and/or power and voltage control,
the FOC comprises of a dual loop (internal and external
loops) control technique. The external loop control demands
the generation of a representative three-phase reference cur-
rent. The internal loop control is typically based on a syn-
chronous reference frame or a natural reference frame [165].
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TABLE 5. Comparison Between FOC and DTC.
The maximum electromagnetic torque is usually achieved
with minimum stator current when the d-axis of the stator
current is set to zero and developed torque is controlled by the
q-axis of the stator current. Since the FOC directly controls
the current, the total line current is used for torque generation,
which tends to increase the machine’s optimal efficiency
[166], [167]. The capability of independent d-axis current
control may be particular suitable for power factor correction
in the TFPM machines.
A system-level six sigma robust optimization is presented
for designing a drive system with TFPM machine and FOC
[168]. The optimal solution provides a 5.1% increment in
output power with better reliability and low cost. Addition-
ally, the control parameters are not sensitive to variation of
motor parameters. The claw pole type three-phase TFPM
machine with FEM calculation and experimental results is
presented for robotic applications [169]. The dq-axis induc-
tances for the controller design of a FOC are obtained from
the parameter identification scheme. The simulated and mea-
sured torques are compared, and the maximum torque per
ampere curvewith efficiency and power factormap are shown
for the given prototype. Moreover, the Matlab model for the
TFPM machine is developed for enabling the fast simulation
(4.2 million times) with power converters and other compo-
nents in [170]. The model is tested with a FOC and compared
to conventional FEM simulations.
2) DIRECT TORQUE CONTROL
In direct control strategies, torque and power are estimated
and directly controlled, resulting in less complex and faster
algorithms. The use of the DTC method eliminates internal
control loops and transformation between reference frames.
In a typical implementation, the outputs of the hysteresis
comparator and flux angle are directly used for generating
the switching pulses for the converter. The performance of
the generator side control technique is evaluated by ripples in
current and torque [162], [171].
To reduce torque ripple and obtain faster torque response,
a DTC with a position sensor instead of a flux linkage
observer has been employed for the TFPM machine with
brushless DC drive [172]. The phase advance commutation
has been inserted in the foregoing DTC which achieves a
much larger torque per ampere. The improvement of system
response speed with reduced pulsation of torque in the TFPM
machine is brought by an improved scheme of fuzzy DTC
[173]. The simulated results showed that the fuzzy DTC
scheme has better accuracy than conventional DTC.
B. POWER ELECTRONIC CONVERTERS
Theoretically, the TFPMmachine is known for its high torque
density compared to traditional PM machines. This torque
density is beneficial for dire-drive wind power applications
as it leads to reduced machine size, mass, and cost. However,
poor power factor associated with the TFPM machine has a
negative impact on the power electronic converter size, cost,
and efficiency. The PM machine with poor power factor such
as Vernier and TFPMmachine can increase the cost of power
converter by 50% approximately [174]. Furthermore, it is
worth noting that the power factor has a considerable impact
on the machine side converter rating because the grid side
converter is unaffected by the generator power factor. At the
same time, the huge size of the direct-drive generator will
significantly contribute to the overall mass and cost of the
direct-drive powertrain system [175]. Any reduction in size or
mass of generator and converter active materials due to higher
torque production capability of TFPMmachine is going to be
beneficial for system-level performance.
The existing research for TFPMmachines is largely limited
to design, modelling, and optimization. Therefore, power
converter topologies employed for direct-drive conventional
PMSG can be used for the TFPMmachine because of similar
operation. In recent decades, different converter topologies
have been investigated of WECS and it is not possible to
classify all the converters based on one parameter/operations.
The power converter topologies are divided into four different
groups in Fig. 25. Additionally, the operating principle of
these power converter topologies with promising features and
drawbacks are discussed in this sub-section.
FIGURE 25. Classification of power converters.
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1) DIODE BRIDGE CONVERTERS
In this converter design, the power flow is unidirectional,
i.e. from the generator to the grid. The variable frequency
and magnitude alternating current (AC) power from the wind
turbine generator is initially transformed into a DC power by
a diode rectifier and then reconverted into AC power at differ-
ent frequency and voltage level by a controlled inverter. The
diode bridge rectifier is cost-effective, reliable, and simple to
implement [176]. However, this topology has the drawback
of large harmonic distortion which affects the performance of
the utility system [177]. Another potential issue is the inabil-
ity of power factor control on the machine side. Additionally,
this converter concept has been practically implemented by
Clipper Liberty, Gold Wind, and Vensys.
2) BACK TO BACK CONVERTERS
The back to back (BTB) converter is identical on both the
generator and grid side and connected via DC-link. It consists
of two typical pulse width modulated (PWM) voltage source
inverter (VSI). The grid side converter enables to control
the active and reactive power flow to the grid, enhancing
the output power quality by lessening total harmonic distor-
tion (THD). The generator side converter works as a driver,
controlling the magnetization demand and the required rotor
speed or power of the generator. The independent control
capability of the two converters is provided by the decou-
pling capacitor between the grid side and generator side
converter, and the DC link voltage is maintained from either
the grid or generator side. The BTB converters are classi-
fied as low voltage and medium voltage converters. This
converter topology is quite dominating in wind applications
and employed by Vestas, Siemens, GE energy. Furthermore,
a summary of the merits and demerits are presented as below
[177], [178]:
Merits:
• Power flow is bidirectional;
• Generator is full decoupled from grid, excellent fault
ride through ride (FRT) compliance;
• Full control of the grid and generator current.
Demerits:
• High cost and low efficiency;
• The DC component link can be a weak link in the BTB
system.
3) MATRIX CONVERTERS
The matrix converter is a unique design of AC to AC con-
version without any intermediate DC-links, leading to more
silicon-based conversion. The converter comprises of an array
of bidirectional switches placed at the interaction points of
input and output phases. The output is regulated by the
selective closing and opening of the switches. A filter on
the input side assists commutation and restricts the switching
generated harmonics from propagating the power input. The
matrix converter is typified into direct matric converter and
multi-modular matrix converter. Moreover, the merits and
demerits of this topology are summarized as [178], [179]:
Merits:
• Low cost, compact and reliable design due to absence of
DC-link capacitors;
• Low thermal stresses and switching losses.
Demerits:
• Low voltage gain requires bidirectional switches;
• Complex commutation control and modulation tech-
niques;
• Complicated FRT compliance.
4) CYCLO CONVERTERS
The cyclo converter performs AC to AC conversion without
utilizing intermediate DC-link similar to the matrix converter.
It is also known as a frequency converter, and has the rep-
utation of very robust. This technique may be applicable if
the generator fundamental frequency is lower than 1/3 of the
grid frequency, though the high level of harmonic and the
inability of harmonic control and power factor control may
be the concerns. The merits and demerits of this topology are
summarised as [177]:
Merits:
• Lower conduction and commutation losses;
• Compact design with bidirectional power flow.
Demerits:
• Complex control and poor input power factor;
• Low voltage transfer ratio.
IX. CONCLUSION
The review in this paper presents a summary of the state of art
and guidelines for future research in the TFPMmachines. The
literature on various design categories of TFPM machine is
presented with the working principle. The TFPM machine is
characterized by high pole number, modularity, fault-tolerant
capability, air gap length, and efficiency. The analysis of
power factor and cogging torque, the selection of air gap,
and material, modelling techniques and scaling effects are
also considered in this paper. Based on available literature,
the control methodology and power converter topologies are
also discussed in this paper. Furthermore, the advantages
and weakness of typical wind turbine systems available in
the market are examined along with direct-drive PM gen-
erators. There is always a scope for improving the existing
research. The following recommendations will further reform
the research work related to the TFPM machine:
• Scaling effect in TFPM and RFPM machine.
• Detailed analysis of losses and efficiency in TFPM
machine.
• Effect of demagnetization in TFPM machine.
• Noise and vibration in TFPM machine.
• Investigation of aspect ratio in TFPM machines.
• Development of controller topology for TFPMmachine.
• System level investigation and optimization of TFPM
machine
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